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A World in AWE

Seeing and living the world through children’s eyes

If mummy, daddy, my school teacher, my educator and my doctor saw the world as we see 
it, then

The World would be in AWE
Seeing the world in AWE isn’t difficult. Just close your eyes, believe and you will see.

We, the children, are perfect as we are.

With the strength of our genius and greatness you too often fail to see.

And the weakness and challenges of who we’re not that you too often focus on.

We shine and succeed in what we are meant to be here for.

And suck and fail in what you would like us to be.

Your parental mind thinks you are our best mentor.

But your divine soul knows we are here to teach you to the same extent.

We, the children, are here to remind you, the adults, what you have 
long forgotten or long taken for granted.

May you thank us for taking on the challenge of our disconnected brains to warn you of 
the dangers of the toxic environment you have created, like the dying canaries warned the 

miners it was time to get out … fast!

May you thank us for taking on the challenge of our stressed minds to remind you that 
being a mummy and a daddy is to give us equal amount of support and challenge so that 

we can grow strong-spirited and tender-hearted.

May you thank us for taking on the challenge of our deconditioned physique to call your 
attention to the fact that we were not meant to be raised by nannies, Nintendos and TVs, 

but by mummys and daddys who hugs, play and dance.
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May you thank us for taking on the challenge of our imbalanced bodies to prompt you to 
remember that we are the epigenetic legacy of your poor health status and the natural 

consequences of what you let us breathe, drink and eat.

May you thank us for taking on the challenge of our tormented souls to cue you to realize 
that we are who we are and have the rights to live by our  own values just  like you have 

the rights to live by yours in equal respect.

Mummy, Daddy, are you listening to my disconnected brain, to my stressed mind, my 
deconditioned physique, my imbalanced body and my tormented soul?

Are you in AWE and listening?

Or is the message to awful to hear that you want to turn the volume down by giving me  
yet another potion, lotion or pill that make Big Pharma happy?

We don’t ask much…

… a nutritious diet that delights my tummy
… a place where I can move my body

… a good night rest so that I can wake up happy
… lots of hug …  and a spank when necessary

… a family who loves me
… and an adjustment to keep my brain healthy

Thank you Mummy, Thank you Daddy for taking care of me

Thank you for making a

World in A.W.E.


